On Politics, 1968

By Jim Smith

It was a good idea, but... We hope that more things do arise. Perhaps that is why we have little more thought on the part of the committee as to what it takes to involve the MIT community: the mind boggles.

On Campus

The Thing has come and gone. The campus turned out for it with high expectations, and was disappointed. It would have made a superlative more. thought on the part of the committee as to what it takes to involve the MIT community: the mind boggles.

Making Ethnic

By Jim Smith

As a result, the college graduates, with its batchish Christian sterilum, has looked to religion more than any example of moral hypocrisy than for a basis of organization. These same students, however, who are too intellectually honest to receive either belief or for the purely social advancement, are then summoned to stand in the arena as conscientious objection to the draft. Until the Supreme Court case in March of 1965, the last to have professed belief in the Supreme Being (the same one Hitler believed in) to convince the Draft Board that one was conscientiously objecting to killing people.

Two thousand years ago Christ said "love your brothers" and that was that. Now it's go to mass on Sunday, go to communion, make love Sunday--all these little tricks for getting into heaven, except loving."

Washington-—Paul Goodman has said that the mass threat of religion in our society is to treat Americans with a shrill voice and seeming opposition, and so without the demonstrations which have plagued our nation. And this is unfortunate, for the nation has suffered a vocal opposition of the nation in general and the youth of this country in particular.

The Young Democrats, politician which Nixon epitomizes. His refusal to express your disgust with the prospect of Richard Nixon as President of the United States.
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